#UCLG4dev

How can development alliances be built between different spheres of government? // Comment construire des alliances pour le développement entre les différentes sphères de gouvernement? // ¿Cómo se pueden construir alianzas para el desarrollo entre las distintas esferas de gobierno?

**UCLG**

UCLG
@uclg_org

Ready to share your views? @B_Municipal and @UCLG_Saiz liven the debate on #UCLG4dev in #Rabat2013 Contribute! ow.ly/nZINp

**Municipal eLibrary**

@B_Municipal

This debate is in the Framework of #Rabat2013 & it is about Strengthening Solidarity among Territories. Tweet with #UCLG4dev

**OECD on Development**

@OECDdev

#UCLG4dev A few papers from #OECD work on #globaldev & #post2015 to add to the debate: bit.ly/13xRRXs

**Development Co-operation Directorate (DCD-DAC)**

WHAT'S NEW? > THE OECD VISION > CURRENT PAPERS The United Nations (UN) Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) were established in 2000-01 a...
Multilateral Development Institutions Support a Robust Vision for Sustainable Development in Post-2015

WASHINGTON, July 17, 2013 - The leaders of seven multilateral organizations have issued a joint appeal for global support of a report issued by a high-level UN panel that calls for ending extreme poverty and promoting sustainable development.

The global digital divide has grown in last 10 years, topic for #uclg4dev #Rabat2013 #inequality debate @UCLG_Saiz pic.twitter.com/E7Tv1no6Bf

#post2015 - Gender equality as a development goal is “unfinished business” pinterest.com/pin/6889106927 ... Example from India #UCLG4dev
PROTSANAH Official Video

OECD on Development
@OECDdev

World's poorest in 2005? And in 2015? Interesting infographic via @OECDdev pinterest.com/pin/6889106927... via @pinterest #UCLG4dev

PINIMG - 17 DAYS AGO

http://storify.com/uclg_org/uclg4dev-debate-1
Food for thought: National Urban Planning Policy in Chile: Principles & Lessons from the US Experience partners.net/images/partner... #UCLG4dev

During #UCLG4dev we will be using English, but you can tweet in French or Spanish as well.

Pendant #UCLG4dev nous utiliserons anglais, mais vous pouvez écrire en français ou en espagnol.

Durante #UCLG4dev usaremos el inglés pero también pueden escribir en francés o español.

The debate STARTS!
What are regional inequalities? How best to govern for equal development?
Quels sont les inégalités régionales? Comment atteindre développement égalitaire?
¿Qué son las desigualdades regionales? ¿Cómo se debe gobernar para un desarrollo igualitario?

Welcome to #uclg4dev debate. I @b_municipal will share the moderation w/ @UCLG_Saiz and @uclg_org. Thank you for joining us.
#UCLG4dev debate STARTS! How can development alliances be built between different spheres of government? Share your views!

@FENAMM La cooperación intergubernamental radica en una visión nacional compartida que promueva el desarrollo local.

@FENAMM también visión local, regional e intrnacional. Todas esferas d gob son clave para #desarrollo igualitario y #sostenible @Plam4Dev

#UCLG4dev: Role of LG associations needs to be reflected in designing nationwide strategic planning schemes, see citiesalliance.org/node/2909

@hohmann_rene Does this mean LG Assoc's should be planning at a national level? #UCLG4dev
Rene Peter Hohmann @hohmann_rene

@B_Municipal, #UCLG4dev, LGAs need indeed to be part of the national conversation and key partner for mainstreaming tools and practices

17 DAYS AGO

Emilia Saiz @UCLG_Saiz

@B_Municipal @hohmann_rene not planning only. Consultation on issues that are at stake & joint solutions. Governance from bottom #post2015

17 DAYS AGO

Rene Peter Hohmann @hohmann_rene

@UCLG_Saiz @B_Municipal, #UCLG4dev, indeed, creating coherence between tiers of government is a question of checks and balances

17 DAYS AGO

Municipal eLibrary @B_Municipal

@hohmann_rene Sometimes checks and balances are not enough. Maybe arbitration? #UCLG4dev

17 DAYS AGO

Emilia Saiz @UCLG_Saiz

@hohmann_rene #uclg4dev think having back up of regional urban strategy from @WorldBank helped? in @CitiesAlliance work in @UCLGAfrica?

17 DAYS AGO
@hohmann_rene - Including full engagement in the legislative process of elaboration of urban laws!! #UCLG4dev

@UCLG_Saiz welcome @dianitalop key issue for #Habitat III looking forward to developing that agenda together @ICLEI_UrbAgenda @CLGF_News

@UCLG_Saiz Habitat National Committees can be a neutral forum for discussion between local and national governments! #UCLG4dev

@dianitalop @UCLG_Saiz great insight! We still need to define the channels in which localgovs can work effectively towards #HabitatIII

@dianitalop @UCLG_Saiz : Cannot agree more. HABITAT III preparation needs to be an inclusive process, open to local governments and CSOs.
Municipal eLibrary
@B_Municipal

@dianitalop What happens when you go beyond urban planning, for example economic planning: Do Habitat National Committees help? #UCLG4dev

17 DAYS AGO

Diana Lopez
@dianitalop

@hohmann_rene already working on it thanks to the Global Taskforce at uclg.org/es/temas/odms-... #UCLG4dev

17 DAYS AGO

Diana Lopez
@dianitalop

@B_Municipal local government having much to say on economic planning as much economic growth happens in cities!

17 DAYS AGO

OECD on Development
@OECDdev

#UCLG4dev @uclg_org Horizontal work is the best answer. It takes a lot of effort & collaboration. Our approach is ow.ly/oJDVT

17 DAYS AGO

UNDP ART Initiative
@UNDP_ART

#UCLG4dev Participatory inclusive decision-making at local level to identify development priorities.

17 DAYS AGO
Can we upscale local participatory planning at a national level? Do we want to? #UCLG4dev

@B_Municipal we can and we should! To articulate the local agenda with the global agenda, while considering the territory peculiarities.

#UCLG4dev We can! Thanks to @UNDP_ART who have shown us how in their contribution to the forthcoming OECD Dev. Cooperation Report (Nov '13)

Totally agree! RT @UNDP_ART #UCLG4dev Participatory inclusive decision-making at local level to identify development priorities.

More power to LGU! “@oidpoidp @UNDP_ART #UCLG4dev Participatory inclusive decision-making at local level to identify development priorities.
Emilia Saiz
@UCLG_Saiz
@pcced @oidpoidp @UNDP_ART Love to see civic groups in this debate. We engage too little. Important ingredient of #UCLG4dev

17 DAYS AGO

UNDP ART Initiative
@UNDP_ART
@UCLG_Saiz @pcced @oidpoidp working local and regional groups are essential to present territories' needs.

17 DAYS AGO

OIDP
@oidpoidp
Democratising Planning. Design of public policies must count on the active commitment of the citizens #UCLG4dev @UCLG_Saiz @pcced @UNDP_ART

17 DAYS AGO

PH Civic Education
@pcced
Agree. Citizens should have the power to shape policies. We need good citizens and not just consumers. @oidpoidp @UCLG_Saiz @UNDP_ART

17 DAYS AGO

OIDP
@oidpoidp
@pcced @UCLG_Saiz @UNDP_ART Participation as a right. Citizens, associations, enterprises should participate to foster wellbeing #UCLG4dev

17 DAYS AGO

http://storify.com/uclg_org/uclg4dev-debate-1
OECD on Development
@OECDdev

Post#2015 development agenda will need to be supported by renewed global partnership #UCLG4dev (n. 96)

UCLG
@uclg_org

.@OECDdev Sure! here's UCLG contribution from #localgovs & regionalgovs to renew it bit.ly/12sCy0D #UCLG4dev

William Cobbett
@wcobbett27

#UCLG4dev too many cities behind the curve, with most planning created by facts on the ground. Need flexible, longer term approaches

Municipal eLibrary
@B_Municipal

.@wcobbett27 Had similar question last week. Is there always a solution? Sometimes there is a need 4 solidarity! So how? #UCLG4dev

Emilia Saiz
@UCLG_Saiz

@B_Municipal @wcobbett27 #UCLG4dev localtolocal exchange not sufficiently in #Post2015 agenda. That could be start. Territorial approach!

http://storify.com/uclg_org/uclg4dev-debate-1
Agreed! Multiactor multisectoral approach, different local stakeholders (LA, CSO, private sect) working jointly for dev.

Need to territorialize the principles for effective dev coop: first pilot exercise in Ecuador with @SETECI bit.ly/15gM3By.

@UNDP_ART more than dev cooperation, but about development seems that a territorial approach is useful #UCLG4dev.

Definitely, multi-actor & multi-sector approach, integrating 3 pillars of #SHD to develop the territory peculiarities.

Any #UCLG4dev co-operation work must include not only north-south sharing but also south-south and north-north for reg’l best practices!
@berryonline absolutely agree! Find here a new UCLG publication on intermediary cities & south-south coop #UCLG4dev ow.ly/oJMV7

@FENAMM participa en el debate de @uclg_org #UCLG4dev sobre ¿Cómo reforzar la solidaridad entre territorios?

@B_Municipal Como lo hacen en México? Hay solidaridad entre territorios? #UCLG4dev

@FENAMM Recientemente hay condiciones favorables que fomentan la coordinación entre los tres órdenes de gobierno...

@FENAMM @B_Municipal para atender las prioridades nacionales, en particular el desarrollo urbano y territorial.

http://storify.com/uclg_org/uclg4dev-debate-1
Post #2015 development agenda will need to be supported by renewed global partnership #UCLGdev (n. 96)

@OECDdev Sure! here's UCLG contribution from #localgovs & regionalgovs to renew it bit.ly/12sCy0D #UCLGdev

#UCLG4dev de las políticas públicas y por la seguridad alimentaria de sus habitantes.

Great debate people! Must start wrapping up. Final thoughts for now? #UCLG4dev

Thanks to @uclg_org @B_Municipal @UCLG_Saiz for organizing this debate! #UCLG4dev
Some ideas if not agreements: 1) importance of participatory planning, & a need for a holistic vision in a territorial approach #UCLG4dev

2) importance of coordination at all levels, local, regional & national, with proper representation of LGAs at national level #UCLG4dev

3) need to have local (rural) representatives and for intermediate cities to work for rural areas #UCLG4dev

Finally, 4) need for all actors to be involved, parliament, private sector, CSOs, LAs [also in new partnership] #UCLG4dev

Thanks a lot everyone participating in #UCLG4dev! Moderation ends now but comments will be compiled till friday & will feed #Rabat2013 Summit!